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Mike Brown. Although Brown was unarmed, he was shot twelve times with his hands up in the air, a universally understood ges ture of surrender. Around the same time, Jermaine Carby was also killed by the police during a traffic stop in Brampton, Ontario.
Stemming from these injustices, our collective rage brought us, together, into the street. Voices hoarse, our bodies quiver. The crowd is loud and hushed, in turns-transfixed by the speakers rotating to the microphone. Thousands of bodies shuffle into new formations, confined by the borders of the courtyard: our perform ance space for the evening. At the end of each speech, a new round of chanting begins: 'Black lives matter,' 'No justice, no peace,' and 'Let us live,' in rotation. One voice starts, then hundreds of others join. When one chant peters out, another set of voices begins a new provocation. The crowd is so large that multiple chants can be uttered simultaneously. The microphone amplifies an impassioned plea for solidarity, and with hardly a prompt, fists rise into the air. Infectiously, one fist turns to hundreds, raised tall in reference to the Black Power salute. As these hands go down, other pairs spring up-above heads, palms exposed-while protesters scream 'Hands up, Don't shoot,' a visual memory of Mike Brown's final moments. The crowd alternates between the two arm gestures, sporadically, but persistently-sometimes in unison, but often in canon.
A dance of protest gestures loops throughout the evening. This people-driven performance is not meant for concert or for an audience's gaze. It is neither meant for consumption, nor entertain ment. This show of resistance is an act of political choreography fundamental to the Black bodies that have long been relegated to surviving in a settler colonial and deeply anti-Black society. The choreographers were an ad hoc group of Black organizers who, un beknownst to them, would go on to co-form Black Lives Matter Toronto (BLMTO), the first international iteration of the Black Lives Matter movement. The evening's emcee functioned as dance captain. The performers were the thousands of people whose quest for justice engaged them in multiple hours of an ensemble im provisation of follow-and-repeat. This action was a living piece of political choreography, deliberately curated to awaken a dormant community and to confront the pervasive anti-Blackness in Can adian society. From the Haitian slave revolts to the Underground Railroad, and from the diner sit-ins in the Southern US to the school yards of Soweto, South Africa, Black communities have repeatedly en acted well-coordinated mass convergence as a tactic for resisting the state apparatus. We recognize that any power we now hold was not gifted to us; instead, we fought for that power-tirelessly and unapologetically-by pushing our communities to reimagine the collective presence of Black bodies as powerful, and by using that power to deliberately disrupt otherwise white spaces.
This action was
Here, I interrogate the racial politics of assembly as they re late to Black liberation struggles historically and in a post-Tray von Martin present.
1 Using Black Lives Matter Toronto as a case study, I assess the impacts of the recent global rebirth of radical Black-led mobilizations. Finally, I contextualize Black-centric and Black-led community organizing as vital in efforts to eradi cate and dismantle colonialism.
Historical precedence
Black communities are continually asked to reimagine how our bodies occupy space, and how we relate to and within space. Systemic anti-Black racism does not allow us an alternative; for anti-Blackness relies on the control, ownership, and manipula tion of Black bodies, our relation to land, and the spaces in which we exist.
I use 'Black' as an evolving socio-political umbrella to de scribe people and communities of African descent. These include those born on the continent itself and the many who are peppered throughout the diaspora. This term is inclusive of present-day Af ricans; descendants of enslaved Africans throughout the Americas; and, as a result of five centuries of anti-Black colonial projects, Black migrants who have cultivated communities in jurisdictions across the globe-those who continue to risk their lives crossing the Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas and other vast waters in search of freedom. Within this narrative of Blackness is a shared political identity rooted in our shared history and struggle, one that supersedes real or perceived ethnic differences. This particular analysis excludes communities who are not of African ancestry but identify with Blackness: for example, Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, and South Sea Islander peoples in Australia, and the Semang and Bateks peoples in Malaysia. The exclusion of these peoples is not an act of erasure, but rather a deliberate omission that recognizes the distinct experiences and realities from which these communities organize and the differing contexts from which we draw our histories and contemporary issues.
Black communities have footprints tracing back to the begin ning of settler colonialism. As early as the seventeenth century, enslaved Africans were traded throughout the Americas, including the newly colonized Turtle Island. As forced settlers to this land, thousands of Black bodies were subjected to centuries of violence and systemic dehumanization. Descendants of this cohort of bod ies formed vibrant but remote and under-resourced communities across this vast geography-consider Africville (Nova Scotia), Wilberforce Colony (Ontario), and Amber Valley (Alberta).
More than a century of overtly racist anti-Black Canadian im migration policies followed the emergence of these communities (Dench; Quammie; Van Dyk; "1900"; "Black Settlers"). These draconian practices heavily restricted-and for the most part pre vented-the migration of Black bodies from the US, the Carib bean, and Africa into Canada. At the time, these laws contributed to the construction of a Canadian identity void of Blackness. In reference to 1898 government correspondence from Ottawa, pol icy analyst Rachel Décoste notes the attempts of immigration of ficials to restrict Black migration: "In U.S. cities where there were no Canadian immigration agents present to discriminate openly, civil servants would write to the local (presumably white) Amer ican postmaster and ask whether the applicant was Black. Those few Blacks in Canada had apparently got to here either by per sistence or through accident." In addition, in 1911, an order of council was approved by Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier's cabi net that prohibited the migration of "any immigrant belonging to the Negro race, which race is deemed unsuitable to the climate and requirements of Canada" (Yarchi) . The newly formed Canada was clear that our bodies were not welcome.
It was not until 1962 that the federal government introduced immigration reforms and regulations against the overt racial dis crimination that existed throughout the immigration processes (Dench; Van Dyk) . Black migrants, many of whom were, them selves, descendants of the North Atlantic Slave Trade, now had the ability to join the already existing-but sporadic-pockets of Black communities in Canada. Black communities welcomed the change. However, Black people in Canada continued to have a | FEATURES relatively small population and an even smaller claim to the coun try's resources and wealth. By the mid-sixties, non-Black migrant communities had been thriving and assimilating for generations. Many had begun to amass socio-economic and political power. A set of regulatory changes brought subsequent waves of Black migration into Canada: in the sixties, Jamaican women labour ers were sought through the West Indian Domestic Scheme (Quammie) ; in the seventies, Haitian political refugees arrived, escaping the Duvalier regime; and in the late eighties and nineties, Somali families were displaced by civil war (Opoku-Dapaah). This racist and anti-Black history lays the foundation from which our present-day institutions, norms, practices, and policies emerge. Black communities arrived in Canada, but have not been ade quately supported.
For generations, the state's control of our bodies dictated where we lived, how we moved, and where we went. Therefore, we became accustomed to moving en masse. Whether we were shackled at the bottom of slave ships in formation or huddled together as 'boat-people' crossing tumultuous seas, working col lectively has been an integral strategy for survival. The commun ities we have built are concentrated and close. We see this in the distribution of Black populations today. Of the 1,200,000 Black people in Canada, more than half (630,000) live in one province: Ontario ("Census Profile"); and of those, two-thirds (400,000) live in the Greater Toronto Area (Environics Institute). Black folks have historically lacked the resources, economic freedom, or de sire to scatter. It has always been in our shared interest to move in tandem with each other. Left with little, our communities have always drawn power from interdependence-from sharing power.
Our resistance against those who hold power amassed from our subjugation relies on the assembly of our bodies. From the multi-kilometre long civil rights marches to staged sit-ins, our response to systemic and state-sanctioned oppression has always been to gather our communities and show collective force-a lineage embraced by BLMTO. Black-centric direct action is deliberate about its use of space, and intentional about the movement of Black bodies in that space. BLMTO follows in a legacy of Black resistance; our work has a pulse, a rhythm. Music, rapping, and spoken word are supported by unison gestures: a waving of limbs, stomping to a beat, march ing in sync. These actions are artistic and choreographic, but they are also more than that. I identify these as acts of politichoreogra phy. Stomping, marching, raising fists: these movement vocabu laries are carefully selected, curated even, to agitate and harness the protester's rage. These choreographed movement elements, like a raised fist, are crucial in determining the tone of the protest itself. Similar to much choreography for the stage, politichoreog raphy strikes a balance between the planned and the improvised.
Black-centric politichoreography
Black-centric politichoreography is a show of Black power. Dance scholar Susan Leigh Foster attends to the physical dimen sion of protest: "The process of creating political interference calls forth a perceptive and responsive physicality that, everywhere along the way, deciphers the social and then choreographs an imagined alternative. As they fathom injustice, organize to pro test, craft a tactics, and engage in action, these bodies read what is happening and articulate their imaginative rebuttal" (412). Blackcentric politichoreography uses expertly curated movements as tactics. Consider the Black Panther Party, a militant group of Black freedom fighters who shook the world with their tightly controlled show of collective force. A mass movement that pushed toward a new politics of Black power, the Black Panthers were de liberate and meticulous with their use of uniformity. Bobby Seale, co-founder of the Black Panther Party, observes that, "Strategy, in many ways, defined the Black Panther Party, as did discipline" (Norris) . They choreographed their look, vibe, and pace, march ing to a pulse in unison and en masse with exacting precision. Today, when Black protesters form a shoulder-to-shoulder barri cade opposite riot cops, it is a physical tactic to maintain control of the space and avoid separation or police kettling; but the act is also political, a symbolic reclamation of power and a mimicry of police protocol. This power extends into the resulting images that circulate, images that depict Black people standing together with dignity-Black people manifesting their power.
Movement vocabulary
From these displays of Black power emerge distinct sets of Black protest movement vocabularies. These are collectively determined movements that have become visual signs of Black-led resistancethe fist in the air, for example. BLMTO uses a broad range of these gestures of resistance and choreographic tactics to strengthen our rallies. These recognizable physical acts expose the conflict ing nature of politichoreography: these gestures function both as narrative symbols and as rallying points for a raging crowd. For example, our die-ins, a legacy of the AIDS rights movements (Fos ter 404), act as metaphor for those who have been killed by antiBlack violence; but die-ins also represent the forced submission of living Black bodies. Black-led die-ins remind us of the ways state-sanctioned violence keeps us down even as they also function as resistance, as strength.
In response to the murder of Mike Brown (who was killed, remember, with his hands in the air), Black Lives Matter (BLM) protesters used a physical expression of 'Hands up! Don't shoot' as the core movement vocabulary at the Ferguson uprisings. This simple gesture became the unifier for the hundreds of BLM soli darity events that took place globally. Analyzing the protests, Anu sha Kedhar insists: "The gesture reminds us that Michael Brown was shot while he was kneeling, with his head down and his arms up. It reminds us that the police violated the code not to shoot when a person's hands are up. It reminds us that the black body is never presumed innocent moving in white spaces. That space itself is white" ("Hands Up"). This gesture exposes the injustice of police violence against Black bodies: we are killed even in acts of surrender. Further, the gesture refigures surrender as resistance: "The bodily act of the hands up don't shoot protest takes those same bodies that are surveilled, disciplined, controlled, and killed and infuses them with power and a voice. It resurrects those dead bodies left lying in the street, and asks us, compels us to confront the alive-ness of the black body as a force of power and resistance" (Kedhar "Hands Up"). These movement vocabularies-embodied acts of resistance-connect protesters in ensemble movement akin to that of a company of dancers. The chant leader signals the countin: 'five-six-seven-eight'-replaced with 'If-Jermaine-don't-get-it.'
Black Lives Matter Toronto (BLMTO)
BLMTO recognizes that at the centre of Black liberation move ments is a mastery of politichoreograhy and a Black reoccupation of public space. Our most notable actions used ancestral tactics to reshape public discourse on Blackness and Black resistance. here, we staged a silent piece, with solemn mourners marching in formation. #BLMTO-Tentcity, a two-week occupation of Toronto Police Headquarters, was a durational combination of actions, speeches, and 24-hour programming. When we shut down the Allen Road Expressway, it was through the creation of three units of people moving as one: road blockers, navigators, and protesters, each with their own sets of movements and tasks.
We choreograph our actions in response to the meticulous organization of our opposition. Our work recognizes that a direct threat to Black-centric politichoreography is what dance scholar André Lepecki calls "choreopolicing," wherein "the police de termines the space of circulation for protesters and ensures that everyone is in their permissible place" (16). This is achieved by imposing blockades, dispersing crowds, and dragging bodies. The purpose of choreopolicing, Lepecki argues, is "to de-mobilize pol itical action by means of implementing a certain kind of move ment that prevents any formation and expression of the political" (20). All too often, peaceful Black protests are met with a tightly choreographed, well-rehearsed police force. With increasingly militarized weapons, police contain, kettle, rush, mandate move ment (demanding permits and pre-routes from organizers), and restrict access to space. BLMTO resists this choreopolicing by anticipating, divert ing, and often outwitting our opposition. We recognize there are real political implications to the assemblage of Black bodies en masse. By choreographing our communities, we show force and remind our political leaders that Black folks are ready to mobilize. We will move our bodies to disrupt anti-Blackness, whether by showing up in civic meetings or downtown intersections, along highways or parade routes, at police headquarters, or at the home of the premier.
BLMTO recognizes the ability of mass convergences of Black people to destabilize white Canadian liberalism. Our actions en act continued resistance to a social apparatus designed to dictate how we assemble. BLMTO's events are deliberate choreographic projects that incorporate visual, rhythmic, and tactical Black-cen tricity to challenge the belief that Black folks taking the streets are unruly and lawless, and to remind people of our humanity-and our collective history of well-coordinated mass resistance. BLM TO poses the question: whose streets? With our bodies, we chal lenge not only the ownership of public space, but also the control 
